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Magnetic hysteresis and Barkhausen noise (BN) for micromagnetic clusters were simulated by the pseudo-nonequilibrium Monte
Carlo method. The results show the temperature dependence of BN corresponding to experimental data of microwire, the angle depen-
dence of hysteresis near the experimental result of nanowire, and the ratio dependence of coercivity between the cross section and the
length of magnetic clusters.
Index Terms—Magnetic hysteresis modeling, magnetization processes, Monte Carlo method.
I. INTRODUCTION
RECENTLY, dynamic magnetic properties, such asBarkhausen noise (BN), have been actively studied for
micromagnetic clusters from both sides of experiment and
simulations. The current may come from a new connection
between the development of nanotechnology and rising interest
in nonequlibrium systems [1]. Wire typed magnetic clusters
whose typical diameter has about 50 nm (nanowire) or 5 m
(microwire) were well measured for their various magnetic
properties [2]–[4]. The temperature dependence of BN was
observed for magnetic microwires and the origin of the tem-
perature dependence is thought to exist of the magnetostriction
and defects on atomic level [2]. For nanowires, angle resolved
magnetic hysteresis loops were measured and angular de-
pendent coercivities were reported [3]. Coercivities related
to the ratio between diameter and length of nanowires [4].
For thin film typed magnetic cluster, real time measurements
of magnetic domain wall movements have been tried mainly
using magnetooptical Kerr effect [5], [6]. On the other hand,
several simulations for magnetic nanowires are dealing with
magnetic dynamic process, especially hysteresis loops [7]–[9].
BN simulation for magnetic clusters, however, has not been
studied sufficiently.
We have been tried to simulate BN using the Monte Carlo
method for analysis of fatigue by magnetic nondestructive eval-
uations. Now, in this paper we would like to attempt to apply
our method to BN modeling for magnetic clusters [10]–[13].
II. NUMERICAL METHOD
A. Monte Carlo Method for Pseudo-Nonequilibrial State
In general, the Monte Carlo method deals with thermal equi-
librium state. The conventional process is as follows. 1) At first,
an initial spin arrangement is set. 2) Then, a spin is focused in
the spin cluster. 3) Next, a trial spin-flip is executed for the fo-
cused spin. 4) The local Hamiltonian of the focused spin is cal-
culated for the state before and after spin-flip. 5) Each spin state
for the focused spin is decided by making a comparison between
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their energies including thermal fluctuation effects. One Monte
Carlo step (1 MCS) means scanning up to the total cell number
of times for the process from (2) to (5). Usually Monte Carlo
steps are repeated until getting a stable state [14]–[20].
But now we stopped the repeating before getting a stable state
because of dealing with magnetic dynamic processes for BN.
Under the constant magnetic field condition, the total spin is in
a nonequlibrium state and going to an equilibrium state with
progressing MC steps. The magnetic field slightly increases be-
fore achievement of the equilibrium state, then the total spin is
kept under another nonequlibrium state again and proceeding to
a new equilibrium state. The operation is renewed until achieve-
ment of final magnetic field. Because the change of the magnetic
field is minute, it will be able to regard approximately that a se-
ries of steps is continuous process through a pseudo-nonequi-
librium state. Here we introduce an assumption that magneti-
zation intensity (M), namely the summation of total spin, of
each Monte Carlo step can reflect the magnetic dynamic process
on magnetic hysteresis. In this study, therefore we perform dif-
ferential calculus dM/d(MCS) of the magnetic process for ap-
plied magnetic field and deal with the discrete components of
dM/d(MCS) as simulated BN. Note that MCS on our simula-
tion alternates time (t) on real system.
B. Physical Conditions and Spin Clusters
The total Hamiltonian of a spin system describing magnetism
is given by
(1)
Here, denotes the spin state of th cell, and , the dis-
tance between of th and th cells. , , and stand for
the effective exchange energy, magnetic anisotropic constant
and the magnetic dipole interaction constant, for th and th
spins, respectively. represents applied magnetic field. Now
the first summation of (1) runs over the nearest neighbor cells
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with a constant exchange energy . That is, exchange interac-
tion cannot reach to neighbor spins separated by a void region
directly. Cubic anisotropy was introduced in the second term.
Magnetic dipole interaction reaches to the whole region of a
spin cluster, then the summation of the third term runs over all
spins. The below calculation was carried out under as
ferromagnetic interaction, as weak easy axis along
and as stronger interaction than a real system for
getting clear magnetic dipole effect in a small cluster. The step
width of applied magnetic field is taken to be and
the field changes as a pseudo-triangle wave between 0.1 and
0.1, overall. Each step maintains the intensity for 1000 MCS.
Temperature is normalized by exchange energy and
is the unit of temperature. Here, stands for Boltz-
mann constant.
Several shapes of spin clusters were prepared for simulations.
All the spin clusters have a single cubic lattice with the lattice
constant . Each spin is set as Heisenberg-type classical
spin with the absolute value of the vector , that is, the
spin can be inclined to an arbitrary direction. A typical spin
system was composed of cells ( ,
, ).
C. Parallel Computing
The simulation was carried out by the use of the super-com-
puter, ORIGIN 2000 in the Institute of Fluid Science, Tohoku
University. ORIGIN 2000 can deal with parallel coding pro-
grams. Monte Carlo method has little section for suitable par-
allel coding on the algorithm, because a spin flip has a possi-
bility to influence next spin flip, hence, Monte Carlo method
has a tight causality. We, however, tried a parallel coding for the
section of the summation of magnetic dipole interaction over
all the spins. The summation demands more CPU time as larger
clusters. As a result, the typical CPU time per 1 MCS was im-
proved to 0.56 s. But the pure effect of parallel coding is not so
remarkable, because the CPU time does not depend strongly on
the number of CPU. It may be more effective that optimizations
were performed simultaneously with parallel coding.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At first temperature dependence of magnetization was calcu-
lated for cells in zero external magnetic field under the
initial condition of the random spin arrangements corresponding
to the paramagnetic state at high temperatures. The result obeys
roughly the Curie–Weiss law and the Curie temperature was es-
timated at about as shown in Fig. 1. In the lowest tem-
perature region, however, the magnetization curve stray from the
Curie–Weiss curve. The deviation means the lack of the number
of MC steps due to slowing down of going to an equilibrium
state.
Fig. 2 shows the snap shot of cell spins at the
temperature in Fig. 1. It is clearly seen that magnetic
flux is going to get out toward the normal direction to wire’s
longitudinal direction.
Magnetic hysteresis curves at different temperatures
( ) for cells were calculated
under applied magnetic field along the longitudinal direction
Fig. 1. Temperature dependence of magnetization for a single lattice cubic
system composed of 50  5  5 spin cells.
Fig. 2. Snap shot of spins for 5055 spin cells at the temperature T = 0:1
in Fig. 1.
Fig. 3. Magnetic field dependence of magnetization (hysteresis curve) for 50
55 spin cells under applied magnetic field along the longitudinal direction of
wire at T = 0:1, T = 0:5, T = 1:0. Dashed line is hysteresis curve under the
field along perpendicular direction at T = 0:1.
as shown in Fig. 3. Coercivity and saturated magnetization
diminish at higher temperatures. The dashed line in Fig. 3
shows hysteresis curve at under applied magnetic
field along the normal direction to the wire. The coercivity of
the hysteresis curve is smaller than one under applied
magnetic field along longitudinal direction at the same temper-
ature , i.e., and . The
angle dependence of the coercivity roughly corresponds to the
hysteresis of FeNi alloy nanowires [3].
Fig. 4 shows the first derivatives of magnetization with re-
spect to MCS, namely, simulated BN for cells at
various temperatures between and . The
data are transformed into absolute values and deduct a con-
stant value due to each thermal fluctuation. It is clearly seen
that the peak position is shifted to lower fields with increasing
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Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of simulated BN for 50  5  5 spin cells
between T = 0:1 and T = 1:2.
Fig. 5. Simulated BN under applied magnetic field along the longitudinal
direction for 50 5 5 spin cells introduced some void pattern as below, v ;
nonvoid, v ; void-typed dislocation loop (23  x  27, y = 3, z = 3), v ;
plane typed voids (x = 25, 2  y  4, 2  z  4), v ; random impurity
(10% impurity density).
temperature. The calculated result is well agreed to the temper-
ature dependence of BN for FeSiB microwires [2]. Now pay at-
tention that the cluster used as our model is a perfect crystal
without any imperfection. Therefore, the temperature depen-
dence of BN depends upon the mobility due to thermal fluctua-
tion. The peak width, however, becomes wider with increasing
temperature for our simulation, nevertheless it becomes nar-
rower on real microwires.
Next some void patterns are introduced into cells,
that is, 1) void-typed dislocation loop ( ; , ,
); 2) plane-typed voids modeling of a edge dislocation
( ; , , ); and 3) random im-
purity ( ; 10% impurity density). Then the simulated BNs for
, , , and nonvoid were calculated and the results are
shown in Fig. 5. The BN peaks of , , and shift to weaker
magnetic field than the peak of . In this case, these voids are
thought to promote magnetic domain movement. They do not
contribute to pinning the magnetic domain. Now in our model,
the voids only play the role to disconnect the exchange interac-
tion among nearest neighbor spins locally, but the voids do not
bring any residual stress and strain over larger area [21], [22]. It
would be effective to introduce new interaction that is sensitive
to existence of further voids.
Fig. 6 shows the shape ratio dependence of coercivity be-
tween the cross section (S) and the length (L) of wires. The
Fig. 6. Shape ratio dependence of coercivity between the cross section (S) and
the length (L) of wires.
Fig. 7. Relation between (a) magnetic domain movement and (b) BN space
dispersion for 32 32 1 cells.
number of the total spins including the wire was set into a con-
stant value ( 3600 spins), for example cells or
cells (the ratio L/S respectively). The
coercivity decreases with increasing the ratio. The tendency is
opposite to the experimental result for nickel nanowires [4]. The
discrepancy may be due to modification on diameter for keeping
total spin constant.
The relation between magnetic domain movement and BN
space dispersion is demonstrated for cells in Fig. 7. In
this figure, (a) shows a transition of snap shots by 1000 MCS and
(b) displays the intensity of BN on each spin during 1000 MCS
(bright color means active region). The displays will become a
useful tool for magnetic domain measurement of nanofilm.
Finally, we can say that the present method has a great poten-
tial for dynamic process analysis of magnetic clusters.
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